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Introduction
Introduction
Construction of structured knowledge requires technology that links text mining and curation to knowledge repository. We recently presented BEL Information Extraction workFlow (BELIEF) as a tool
that facilitates the transformation of unstructured information described in the literature into structured knowledge networks (1). BELIEF automatically captures causal molecular relationships from scientific text and encodes them in BEL statements. BEL (Biological Expression Language) is a computable and human readable language for representing, integrating, storing, and exchanging biological knowledge in causal and non-causal triples. Recently, we have improved the curation process by extending the biomedical vocabulary and by making the curation dashboard more flexible. Moreover, BELIEF was enhanced with the integration of the OpenBEL API that allows direct linkage to the OpenBEL platform and enables upload of curated documents into the BEL knowledge base. These
technological developments of BELIEF greatly improve the curation process and make the BEL knowledge more manageable. We continually use the BELIEF to develop an extensively annotated
knowledge base of BEL triples that serve as building blocks for causal biological network models.
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This schema describes the creation of structured knowledge base from the scientific literature. The workflow is initiated with the selection of scientific articles. After articles submission to the text mining pipeline, articles are processed, biological entities and relationships are extracted and assembled (1). The derived causal relationships describe the impact of exposure at the cellular and molecular level and also at the tissue level. The derived causal relationships are then compiled into a mechanistic network model (2). The network model describes molecular and cellular interactions that take place in vulnerable lesions accompanied with contextual information about the experiments (2).The systems toxicology approach developed by Philip Morris International (PMI) employs biological network models, transcriptomics data, and state of the art algorithms to quantify the impact of exposure on targeted bilogical processes (3-5).
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DEFINE NAMESPACE FOR CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS REPRESENTATIONS: 36 Define namespace category
DEFINE NAMESPACE PMICHEM AS URL "http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/BeliefDashboard/dicten/namespaces/pmichem.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE GOCCID AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/namespace/go-cellular-component-ids.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE MESHCS AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/namespace/mesh-cellular-structures.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE DOID AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/namespace/disease-ontology-ids.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE PMICOMP AS URL "http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/BeliefDashboard/dicten/namespaces/pmicomp.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE DO AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/namespace/disease-ontology.belns"
DEFINE NAMESPACE MESHPPID AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/namespace/mesh-processes-ids.belns"
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DEFINE NAMESPACE FOR CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS ANNOTATIONS:
DEFINE ANNOTATION Eco AS URL "http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/openbel/repository/annotation/evidence.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION MeSHAnatomy AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/mesh-anatomy.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION SpeciesNames AS URL "http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/openbel/repository/annotation/ncbi-taxonomy-names.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION CellLine AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/cell-line.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION Disease AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/disease.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION CellStructure AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/cell-structure.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION Anatomy AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/anatomy.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION Cell AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/cell.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION Species AS URL "http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/openbel/repository/annotation/ncbi-taxonomy-id.belanno"
DEFINE ANNOTATION MeSHDisease AS URL "http://resource.belframework.org/belframework/20150611/annotation/mesh-diseases.belanno"

BEL documents carry highly structured namespace content
defined by the public database for chemicals, proteins, genes,
diseases and biological processes that are employed for statements writing (1).
Additional public databases are implemented for statements annotations such as MESHAnatomy, MESHDisease, Eco...

http://belief-demo.scai.fraunhofer.de/BeliefDashboard/

The web-based BEL Manager and the underlying BEL nanopub repository provide access and allow storage of the curated relationships to the community. The
BEL Manager enables the users to query and search the repository to export
specific BEL contents for network refinement and reasoning.

BELIEF Dashboard and Functions Improvements
Integration of User Authentication and Authorization

BELIEF (BEL Information Extraction Workflow)
has recently been upgraded via the integration
of the OpenBEL API enabling direct linkage to
the OpenBEL
platform and allowing for direct upload of curated
documents into the BEL knowledge base (KB).
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controlled vocabulary that describes types of scientific
evidence within the area of biological research that can
arise from laboratory experiments, computational meth-

Namespace Species for annotations was extended with NCBI taxonomy. More than 19 different
organisms were added to BELIEF curation.

ods, manual literature curation, and other means.

The three crucial elements of a BEL nanopub are the BEL statement
showing the knowledge statement in a triple and
controlled terminology, as well as the citation information and actual evidence sentence.
Experiment context is an additional field to simplify the triple
assembly into biological network models (6).

Search Namespace
Search concept tool box integrated into the BELIEF Dashboard, combine the curation process with searching activities on the dashboard.
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Conclusions
Recent enhancements to BELIEF offer the opportunity to directly link the text mining tool and the curation
process to a structured BEL Knowledge Base. A BEL nanopub represents the building block of the BEL
KB. BEL Nanopub is the smallest unit of curation for BEL. We present here the integration of the concept
of KB with the BELIEF text mining tool. The KB repository could be used to create, store, search and extract BEL nanopubs for network modelling or network refinement. Additional developments integrated
into the BELIEF tool offer the opportunity to extend the mechanistic insight in KB and to maintain a deeply
annotated contents.
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